
 

 

You are hotly welcomed to the 2nd 

International Conference of 

Technology, Science and Administration 

– 2022 (2nd ICTSA -2022). 

 

It is a challenge, offers and efforts in the route of work and instance for excellency, 

progress and uniqueness of Taiz University and Sukhoi State Technical University of 

Gomel. 

Nations and civilizations are measured by their scientific and epistemological wealth as 

the civilized inheritance is considered the most important scientifically and historically by 

what is provided to human and humanity. The research is considered sublime and ethical 

duty as Taiz University has a rich cultural and scientific heritage because it has human 

resource power provided for the sake of science, knowledge, and community as community 

needs scientific conferences to cure and remedies the crisis of the world. 

The Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences has an interest in international 

conferences though obstacles and difficulties in these exceptional circumstances such as 

zero budget but the work of the faculty was developed to high rank and has high position 

compared to faculties and universities. By help and support of Allah, we will encourage 

invention, important challenges, discussions and the exchange of knowledge for the benefit 

of gradates and their needs towards fields and markets, and development and innovation in 

the scientific sector. 

As we perceived our responsibility towards students and their needs and achievement, 

we should open knowledge horizons and update knowledge in their fields. It is necessary 

for us to take care and interest in scientific conferences to get a series of researches to apply 

scientific knowledge and transform it to material environment and supply with studies that 

developed thoughts and human level and to share it among those who work in all sides of 

science and reinforcement of cooperation among researchers and research centers, and 

local, Arabic and international universities. 

Prof. Dr. Gamal Alamiri 

Dean of Faculty of Medicine and Health Science, Taiz University. 

Member of ICTSA Higher Advisory Committee.    
  


